Trapping-assisted sensing of particles and proteins using on-chip optical microcavities.
An improved ability to sense particles and biological molecules is crucial for continued progress in applications ranging from medical diagnostics to environmental monitoring to basic research. Impressive electronic and photonic devices have been developed to this end. However, several drawbacks exist. The sensing of molecules is almost exclusively performed via their binding to a functionalized device surface. This means that the devices are seldom reusable, that their functionalization needs to be decided before use, and that they face the diffusion bottleneck. The latter challenge also applies to particle detection using photonic devices. Here, we demonstrate particle sensing using optical forces to trap and align them on waveguide-coupled silicon microcavities. A second probe laser detects the trapped particles by measuring the microcavity resonance shift. We also apply this platform to quantitatively sense green fluorescent proteins by detecting the size distribution of clusters of antibody-coated particles bound by the proteins.